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President’s Log
Firstly, welcome to my first
attempt at a President’s
Report, having assumed the
role at the last AGM. I want to
acknowledge my thanks to the
two retiring members of the
Executive, namely Terry Burke
and David Devenish.
Terry joined the Committee in 2004, became Vice
President in 2007 and then President in 2011. He has
been the leading liaison between our Association and
the RAAF Museum, other groups and represented us at
member functions. He is a true Aussie with a profound
love of the Australian outback and in particular, A52600’s World War 2 home at Coomalie Creek,
continuing his personal association with Coomalie and
its owner, his mate, Richard Luxton. Terry will remain
on the Committee as the Immediate Past President for
the following year.
David joined the Committee in 2003, becoming Vice
President in 2013. He has spent the majority of those
years accumulating and documenting historical items,
especially photo collections from a number of members
and the general public. Many of the photo collections
were acquired by David taking his scanner and laptop
to their owners’ homes where ever they resided in
Australia whilst on holidays. David has now presented
most of the collection to the RAAF Museum historical
section to help add to the jigsaw of lives and actions
during World War 2. David will remain active in support
of the A52-600 restoration and historic research.

My thanks also go to Peter Lewis who has kindly taken
on the Vice President’s role, while Pat Dulhunty, Ron
Gillis and Eddie Wassenaar make up the rest of the
Committee and are highly active in the restoration
activities. We would be most pleased to have some
new faces on our Committee.
Our dwindling membership, due to the WW2 RAAFers
passing on and the suspension of the Museum’s biannual airshow, has left us with a stash of merchandise
to clear. We are going to cease the acquisition of any
new items and will offer the remaining merchandise at
“interesting” prices. Elsewhere in this Bulletin you will
find details of those offers. A few Christmas presents
possibly? (See page 21 for details!)
Not to steal Ron Gillis’s thunder but the restoration of
A52-600 is plodding along quite nicely with a good
dozen or so members and non-member volunteers
putting in many hours of work each week. A big thanks
to them all and don’t worry we can keep you all
gainfully employed for the next few years (decades?).
Terry and Richard Luxton would like to mention that
A52-600’s squadron (No 87) will be having its 75 th
Anniversary celebrations at Coomalie Creek, after the
next AGM in 2020. There will be many people attending
from all over Australia as well as a presence of RAAF
people from the current 87 Squadron crew. If you are
interested in seeing A52-600’s old home and joining in
the festivities, then drop us a line.
(For further details see page 8.)
(Continued on page 2)
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The Committee is very appreciative of our membership for
sticking with us, some have been with us for 20 years or
more, many kindly add a donation that is thankfully
received. I would like to mention just a few names Bill
Gibson, Philip Thomas, Lindsay Holley and Peter Cribb
who continually make very generous donations every
year.
We are wondering whether our Bulletins are still proving
to be informative and acceptable. Currently we are getting
bombarded from all quarters, especially social media,
emails etc. and therefore seek your input into whether a
change of format is needed. Instead of producing a 20+
page twice a year, would a one- or two-page leaflet with
progress reports be acceptable more times a year? Your
thoughts would be appreciated.
Many thanks for your continued interest in our Association
and the restoration.
Until next time, regards Bob Stevens.
President, Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia Inc

The Association is sad to announce the recent
passing of the following members:
•

Barbara Baird from Albion Park, NSW

•

Hal Hobson from Bellingen, NSW.

New members who have joined the Association since
the last bulletin:
•

Colin Carati, from Brighton, SA

•

Mark Eaton from RAAF Base Tindal, NT

•

Robert Robb from Wagga Wagga, NSW

•

Paul Falconer-West from Ocean Reef, WA
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“Wednesday Warriors”

"Disclaimer: The Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia Inc. ("the Association") is a privately funded charitable
organisation which has no connection with any other body. The views and opinions expressed in any article and/or
publication by the Association are those of the Association and/or its contributors, and not of the Department of
Defence, the RAAF Museum or any other body."
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Restoration News - A52 600
Work has continued de-skinning the outer layers of timber ply,
spruce and balsa to remove the old failed glue on the Mossie
fuselage upper surface by the Wednesday team. New outer
ply has been successfully re-installed to the fuselage on the
lower outer sections of the starboard side forward of the new
tail segment and around the rear access hatch up to bulkhead
#4. The 600 long x 400 deep piece of fuselage that had
broken away between bulkheads #3 and #4 on the port side of
the fuselage has been repaired. New balsa and structural
spruce stiffening has been glued in place between bulkheads
#4 and #3 in readiness for the outer ply sheets to be glued on.

Eddie Wassenaar, Ron Gillis, Peter Lewis & Kyle Withers

Work continues on the restoration of the tail wheel mud guard
and its support structure by Ron Gretton.

Similarly, repairs are continuing reconstructing the missing 1/3
lower end of the trailing antenna, which had been cut off to
allow access to a hard point to support the fuselage. For
details refer previous reports.
Restoration of the pilot’s seat is continuing. Some missing
components and safety webbing is required to complete the
seat.

Great progress has been achieved with the restoration of the
tail elevators and trim tabs by Ron Gretton, John McCrystal
and Bob Tomlin and other volunteers. This work has paused
whilst some necessary components are sourced.

Peter and Eddie are cataloguing the restoration of both main
undercarriage assembly components.
(Continued on page 4)
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Work continues on the restoration of the wing ailerons by Ron
Gretton, John McCrystal and other volunteers. The aileron trim
tabs appear to be missing, so a decision needs to be made as
to either try and find a pair or build new ones from scratch.

Restoration of the timber wing flaps and torque tube control
mechanisms is progressing at a great pace by Ron Gretton.

Flap Torque Tube under repair.

Minor repairs have started to the trailing edge of the Rudder
frame and repairs to the corroded top aluminium cover that
surrounds the rudder mass balance.

Both upper sections of the engine firewalls have been
dismantled, repaired and or had corroded components rebuilt.
At the time of press, one upper unit has been painted and reassembled. The other unit was in the paint shop, from where it
will be re-assembled. Both units will require installation of fire
proofing materials for completion. This is great work by Lindsay
McKee and John McCrystal.

Lindsay McKee

Wooden flap fabrication.

Drawings have been located to begin the restoration of the
Navigator’s armour plate and the search goes on for details of
the Navigator’s seat.
Ongoing cataloguing of the contents of the Mosquito storage
racking by David, Pat and the MAAA team along with clean up /
reconfiguring of major computer parts data inventory by Bob.
“Safe Working”, and thanks for your continued effort.

Ron Gillis - Restoration Coordinator
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The 10th of September this year marked the 75th anniversary of the formation of 87 Squadron. This Squadron
started life as 1 Photographic Reconnaissance Unit (1PRU) in June 1942 “to carry out long range strategic and
tactical reconnaissance”. After 2 years of operations out of Coomalie Creek in the Northern Territory the unit
was upgraded to Squadron status at a time when increased numbers of more appropriate long range aircraft
(Mosquitos) were coming on strength.

Richard Luxton explaining to visitors the significance
of the memorial at the crash site where SL F.J. Gillespie
died of his injuries and FO F.A. Haymes was injured,
on 3rd August, 1945.

A52-605 burning after the accident on the 3rd
August 1945.

To commemorate this occasion, 12 personnel from 87 Squadron RAAF Base Edinburgh, led by Wing
Commander Hannah Jude-Smith visited Coomalie Creek. Together with host Richard Luxton, relatives of 87
Squadron servicemen (Lyn Hutton & Doug Nicholas) and other visitors, everyone assembled on the airstrip for
the FA18 fly past and visit to crash site of A52-605. This was followed by a commemorative Service in the 31
Squadron Chapel conducted by Chaplin, Squadron Leader Christine Senini. Prayers and readings were
shared between Lyn Hutton, Doug Nicholas and members of the 87 Squadron, followed by wreath laying at the
Chapel Cross.

Replica Chapel on the same site as No. 31
(Beaufighter) Squadron Chapel. This was
built by Richard Luxton and a group of his
Architectural students.
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Commemorative Service in Chapel conducted
by Chaplin, SL Christine Senini . Prayers and
readings were shared between Lyn Hutton,
Doug Nicholas and members of the 87
Squadron.
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A convoy of vehicles headed off on a tour of the 87 Squadron camp and Photographic Section site, after a
detour through 31 Squadron camp on the opposite hillside. At the 87 Squadron camp site, a group photo was
taken at the laundry wash trough followed by inspection of the tent sites which now have fluoro tape markings
thanks to the preparatory work by Lyn & Ross Hutton. Then followed, a short stop at the Photographic Section
building slab and caravan site for information on its operation and examination of the buildings layout plan.

87 Squadron personnel and Lyn Hutton at the wash
trough in camp area.

Richard Searle (Lyn Hutton’s father) scrubbing the
tweeds the day peace was declared, 15th Aug 1945.

The tour concluded at the Williams Hut and inspection of the cricket pitch and rusting remains of A52-611
‘Gamble’s Folly’ at the foot of the milkwood tree. This tree grew out of the ashes of the A52-611 bonfire on the
occasion of VP celebrations on the 17th August 1945.

Group photo of 87 Squadron personnel under the
milkwood tree.

The remains of A52-611, "Gamble's Folly", ready
for V.P. day celebration bonfire .

Under the shelter of the Sidney Williams hut, a presentation
was made to Richard Luxton by WC Hannah Jude-Smith
(second from left) on behalf of 87 Squadron, of a large steel
sign with laser cut “87 Squadron” and squadron emblem. A
wonderful gesture.
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In the afternoon, 87 Squadron personnel proceeded to Adelaide River War Cemetery where Chaplin,
Squadron Leader Christine Senini, conducted services at the gravesides of Squadrons Leader Cridland and
Gillespie and wreaths were laid by Squadron members. Squadron Leaders Cridland and Gillespie were two of
five personnel who died whilst serving with 1 PRU - 87 Squadron during WW2. Memorials to the others are:
Flt Lt Winter at Springvale, Victoria; Sgt Austin at Geraldton, WA; Cpl Sharland at Lae, Papua New Guinea.

Chaplin, SL Christine Senini, conducting services with 87 Squadron personnel at the gravesides of
Squadron Leaders A.T. Cridland and F.J. Gillespie graves, Adelaide River War Cemetery.

Memorials and wreaths
at Squadron Leaders
A.T. Cridland and F.J.
Gillespie graves,
Adelaide River War
Cemetery.

Terry Burke, Lyn Hutton & Richard Luxton (owner Coomalie Creek)
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From the archives:
Details from the Unit History Records for 1 PRU-87 Squadron from September 1944:
“87 (PR) Squadron formed at Coomalie on 10th September 1944, to establishment No HD182F, dated 1st Sep
1944. The Squadron's initial equipment and personnel were those of No 1 PRU which ceased to exist as from the
same date. The object of the unit is to carry out long range strategical reconnaissance which takes the form of
photography from high altitudes using cameras fitted with long focal length lens and cameras arranged for
timetrojenetic (sic) photography.” (Editor: Trimetrogon refers to an aerial photographic survey involving the use of three
cameras in one assembly. One camera is pointed directly downwards, and the other two are pointed to either side of the
flight path at a 30 degree depression angle.
August
September
September Wikipedia)
1944

1944

1945

Personnel

Officers

8

8

26

Airmen

85

85

219

Total

93

93

245

Lightning

1

0

0

Mosquito Mk40

1

1

2

Mosquito Mk16

0

0

9

Mosquito Mk5

0

0

1

Wirraway

2

2

2

Lightning

45.5

0

Mosquito

34.25

13.00

330.00

Wirraway

14.50

0.50

52.00

Aircraft

Flying Hours

Photographs
Prints

5230

4760

Negatives

Not Available

Not Available

Details of personnel, aircraft, flying times and
Photographic Section output at the formation of
the Squadron in September 1944, are shown in
this table. In addition, the same details at war’s
end in September 1945 have been included to
illustrate the Squadron’s growth once more
aircraft with long range capability became
available.

Note: The flying hours and photographs in
September 1944 were lower in number compared to
August 1944 due to the loss of Lightning A55-1
st
0 on the 1 September and serviceability issues with
Mosquito A52-2.

In addition, whilst Mosquito A52-4 arrived in
August it was deployed on detachment to Fifth Air
Force based at Noemfoor and was lost on the 4 th
7228 September.
2967

If you have never been to Coomalie before and would like to
visit, then 2020 will be a very special occasion as Richard
Luxton (owner) is going to celebrate the occasion of the 75th
anniversary of war’s end in the Pacific.
In addition to the aircraft flying-in on the day, there will be a
service at the Chapel as well as tours of the 87 and 31 camp
sites.
Richard would love to see relatives of servicemen who served
at Coomalie Creek. Those that have visited in the past were
amazed and moved by the experience.
If you want more information about getting there or what it’s like
to visit the area, please contact either of the following:

Ian Madden, 31 Squadron 0414 991 494
Bob Stevens, MAAA Inc
0448 241 881
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Recently on the web, Gavin Conroy of Classic Aircraft Photography,
published this wonderful composite image of the three restored New Zealand
flying Mossies. His explanation about the photo follows:

Aviation photographer, Gavin Conroy, in his office.
(Refer website classicaircraftphotography.com)

“Have wanted to have the three New Zealand restored Mossies in the
same photo together for quite a while mainly to show this magnificent
achievement in all its glory. KA114 first flew in 2012, she was joined by
TV959 in 2016 and PZ474 in 2019. They have been built by a bunch of
miracle workers in New Zealand for some passionate US based
owners. So well done to everyone (I simply cannot name you all) in
bringing these magnificent aircraft back to life, it has been an incredible
journey so far and just look at those beautiful machines you have
created.”

“In regards to this image, it is made of a background shot I took at 7500ft while waiting for KA114 back in
2012, have then added an image of each aircraft from subsequent photo flights. I picked similar angles and
light conditions and then passed all four images to Graphic Designer James Orphan, a guy who really
does know his stuff and the result is magnificent. Many thanks for your efforts James. The silver aircraft
(TV959) from FHC is in a new scheme now but when it was flown in New Zealand it had markings applied
from RNZAF machine. All four images were taken in New Zealand skies which is amazing for a small
country like ours.”
I have named the image "Triumph".
The Mossie is my favourite aircraft of all time, and to see all three together really is something very special
to me and no doubt all of you.” (Hear Hear! Ed.)
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE
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If you have a story or information you’d like to share with us please don’t hesitate to email, write or give a us call.
Early this year, Paul DeBomford from Hobart, Tasmania, sent us this email:
“I have some parts that were salvaged from a Mosquito that crash landed at Launceston airport many years ago. They were
salvaged by my late father.
I am having a shed clean out and before I get rid of the bits I would like to know if they are any use to anyone.
Hope you can help.”

Thanks for the email Paul and
the donation of parts to the RAAF Museum.
Donated Flap hinge bracket on
wing (inner) and timber

Donated Flap hinge
bracket on flap inboard.

mounting at the end of shroud.

This email has led to some interesting research from the
archives which revealed the story below behind
the donated parts.

Transcript taken from The Examiner (Launceston, Tas),
Tuesday 4 March 1947, page 1
PLANE CRASH AT WESTERN JUNCTION PAGEANT
Mosquito Wrecked attempting to land with one airscrew
"feathered," the pilot of a Mosquito aircraft taking part in the air
pageant at Western Junction yesterday overshot the southern
boundary of the 'drome and the plane was wrecked. THE
PILOT, F/Lt. H. Moore, Point Cooke, and his navigator. F/Lt.
Mitchell, Melbourne, were taken to hospital. Moore was
suffering from multiple lacerations and Mitchell had a spine
injury. The General Hospital reported last night that their
condition was satisfactory.
The president of the Tasmanian Aero Club (Squadron Leader
W. F. Stewart) stated that it was unlikely that such a mishap
would have occurred If proper cement runways were in use at
Western Junction. Cement runways would be much longer. It
had been smooth flying till about 4.15, when the Mosquito
crashed. So impressive had been the safe flying displays that
the mishap shocked the few who actually saw it. With two
Mustangs flying at speeds ranging from 380 to 420 m.p.h.
overhead, there were few of the 7000 spectators who realised
that the injured aviators were being extricated from the
smashed up plane.

the fuselage was broken in half behind the main plane. The
bottom portion of the aircraft was smashed when it hit the
cutting bank.
When it was seen that the Mosquito would not land in the
'drome the Civil Aviation Department fire tender and
ambulance raced across the strip. Railway fettlers, who had
been working nearby, were already there lending assistance.
As the men were lifted from the aircraft, one asked the other
"Are you all right?'' and received the reply "Yes." The crash did
not alter the railway time-table. A goods train passed along the
cutting a few minutes afterwards.
Guarded Wreck.
Souvenir hunters quickly gathered around the plane and
managed to make off with pieces of metal and wood before a
cordon of Launceston and North-West Coast A.T.C. cadets
was thrown around the wreckage. The cadets, under the
command of W.O. R. Simmons, guarded the area throughout
the night.
W/Cdr. I Rose, who has charge of the R.A A.F. detachment,
stated that there would be an immediate enquiry into the crash.

The Mosquito, with a second Mosquito and two Mustangs, had
completed a demonstration of formation flying and had shown
that it was completely airworthy with one airscrew "feathered"
or the engine out of commission. With the airscrew still
"feathered" the plane was coming in to land but did not touch
down till over the centre of the landing area.
Skid marks on the 'drome surface indicated that the pilot had
endeavoured to brake before the Mosquito crashed through the
boundary fence. The plane hit the bank of the railway cutting,
just outside the fence, and skipped across the 25ft. cutting to
the other bank. An aerodrome boundary light was torn up and
tangled fencing wire and posts were strewn about both banks.
A landing wheel was wrenched from the aircraft and left on the
aerodrome side of the cutting, the two airscrews were ripped
from the motors, which were set back in their mountings, and
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

A view of A52-135 during a test flight. Date unknown.
(c/o M. Prime via D. Vincent )
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A Short History of Aerial Photography - Part Three
By Peter W Lewis, BSc, MAusIMM, MAAA
Dedicated to all the gallant photographic reconnaissance flyers of World War One and World War Two.
We will remember them.

The War Years
Introduction
In Part Two of this history we discovered that by the
mid-1930s aerial photography was not a high priority in
the military activities of most nations. In this Part
Three we will attempt to look at the role of aerial
photography in the global catastrophe that we know as
World War Two, which the Russians call The Great
Patriotic War. This war would be unlike anything seen
before. Winning the air battle would without doubt
lead to dominance of the battlefield on land and sea.

By 1939 it was obvious to even the most appeasement
minded politicians in France and Great Britain that
another European war with Germany, by then
completely in thrall to Adolf Hitler and the Nazis, was
inevitable. Hitler had been elected to the German
Parliament in 1933 but was declared (by himself) “The
Leader” in 1934. He demanded a massive increase
and modernisation of Germany’s military forces and
the natural industriousness of the German people was
directed by the Nazis into military production, ignoring
the Armistice Terms of 1919, and unchallenged. He
ordered his Nazi military lieutenants to create a
massive new and modern military infrastructure,
building on the “secret” rearmament of the German
military of the 1920s. Admiral Raeder to create an
offensive navy based on submarines and capital ships.
Marshal Goering an aerial force capable of
spearheading a new type of “lightning war” with a
tactical force of light bombers using “terror” bombing to
create panic amongst civilians behind the front line;
dive bombers as mobile artillery in a battlefield support
role; and large numbers of fighters to gain aerial
superiority, attacking frontlines, enemy aircraft on the
ground and generally to create mayhem on the roads
behind the enemy’s rapidly collapsing front (much like
the cavalry did 100 years previously). Goering saw
little application for aerial photography and intelligence
gathering in this war fighting scenario. This was a

THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

huge mistake particularly during the air battles over
Britain in 1940 where Luftwaffe intelligence was
woefully inadequate and greatly contributed to their
failure to “destroy the RAF on the ground”.
The Commander in Chief of the German Army from
1934 to 1938 was the Prussian aristocrat, General
Werner Freiherr Von Fritsch and it was his task to
transform the Wehrmacht into a modern, mechanised,
armoured sledgehammer of a force. On Hitler’s orders
the army was to be ready to fight the next war by 1938
however Fritsch argued that the army would not be
ready by then. (He was right, the bulk of the
Wehrmacht largely travelled by steam train and horse
drawn wagons in WW2). He also criticised the
establishment of the SS as a military force under
separate command from the army. For these reasons
Hitler forced him to resign in 1938 and replaced him
with a “yes” man, a pattern which was to continue
throughout the war.
While there had been several assassinations attempts
on Hitler’s life in the 1930s, Fritsch was conceivably
the last man from within the German establishment
who may have had the power to stop Hitler from
leading Germany into another catastrophic war.
However, like most of the High Command he largely
agreed with the broader aims of the Nazi program, and
rolled over. He later died at the front ten days after
Germany invaded Poland in 1939. According to
Wikipedia Fritsch had noted in 1938 that whoever had
the best aerial reconnaissance in the next war, would
win. The Nazi High Command took little notice. In the
war they were planning the enemy would be
overwhelmed in weeks, if not days and there would be
little need for aerial photographic intelligence
gathering. Despite leading the world in lenses and
optics, their aerial reconnaissance in the early months
of the war was conducted by observation only.
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Meanwhile the French High Command, sitting securely
behind their defensive “Maginot Line”, backed up by a
huge force of part time soldiers and reservists were
largely thinking of continuing the static war of 1918.
Only this time from a position of strength and they
conveniently ignored the Nazi moves in the Rhineland,
Austria and Czechoslovakia. The French air force of
1939 proved no match for the Luftwaffe and this
included the largely obsolete aircraft assigned to
photographic missions.

a rather slow aircraft, straight and level at 20,000 feet
above sea level, on photographic missions over
Germany in the next months).

This left Great Britain as the only other nation that
could possibly mount a small but increasingly credible
resistance to the Nazi military machine by 1939. (We
remember that the Nazis and the Soviets had already
signed a “non-aggression pact” in 1939. Meanwhile
the mood in America was in favour of avoiding another
European war completely). Britain had the Royal
Navy, the Supermarine Spitfire, the Hawker Hurricane
and a small window of opportunity to rebuild their
military infrastructure. The opportunities to stop the
Nazis during the 1930s, particularly after the
reoccupation of the Rhineland when the German
military machine was still weak were lost, in favour of
peace and appeasement.
The Royal Air Force realised that Britain would no
longer be isolated from the impact of aerial warfare by
distance and geography. The key lesson from the
bombing destruction of Guernica in Spain by German
Condor Legion bombers in 1937 was that the shooting
down of attacking bombers would be vital to survival.
The gathering of aerial intelligence by photography
would also be vital particularly in the belief that the
strategic bombing of Germany’s industrial centres
would be one of the primary war fighting goals of the
RAF. As we saw at the end of Part 2, the Air Ministry
and the RAF gathered all the aerial photographic
capacity available only to find that the venerable F24
camera, with lenses of 5” and 8” focal lengths and
magazine capacity of 125 exposures was still the
primary equipment in use for all types of photography,
vertical, oblique, mosaics and photogrammetry. The
Bristol Blenheim twin engine light bomber had already
been selected as the aircraft most suitable for long
range photographic reconnaissance. (At great cost in
lives of the brave young men who were asked to fly in
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The only flying Blenheim (Mk.1 L6739) at the Flying Legends
Air Show, Duxford, 2018. (c/o D. Devenish)

Thus it was, on the very day that Britain and France
declared war on Germany, just two days after the
Wehrmacht had smashed into Poland on September
1st 1939, one of the very first British aerial sorties in the
war was a photographic mission over the German
Fleet lying at anchor near Wilhelmshaven, by a
Blenheim aircraft.
The scene was set for war and aerial photographic
reconnaissance would be vital.
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Prologue:
Heston Aerodrome, near London, July 1939
A passer-by, on this cool dry July morning in 1939,
walking in front of the new, curved reinforced concrete
hangars at Heston Aerodrome west of London, might
have wondered at the curious scene taking place on
the hard standing. Several men in suits, “City” men
but with an obvious military manner were talking
quietly while watching as several technicians in
matching, but unmarked brown overalls, worked
efficiently on a curious aeroplane. A sleek, twin
engine, modern aircraft painted a subtle egg-shell blue
colour, they were clearly preparing it for flight but
working mostly on an odd mechanism installed in the
lower side of each wing. (The passer-by might have
noted to himself that this was exactly the site where
Prime Minister Chamberlain had climbed down the
steps of another aircraft back on 30 th September 1938,
waving a piece of paper and proclaiming “peace in our
time”. By mid-1939 no one believed that anymore!).

One of Sydney Cotton's Spy Planes, 1936 Lockheed 12A

"Electra Jr." This “Most Historical and Valuable
Reconnaissance Aircraft of World War II”, currently for
sale at Platinum Fighter sales.
https://www.platinumfighters.com/lockheed12n12ej
One of the group in suits, a tall thin fair haired
bespectacled man aged early 40s, shook hands all
round, climbed into the aircraft to the pilots seat, poked
his head into the curious Perspex bubble which had
been installed in place of the side window, smiled to all

present, then proceeded to start the engines, taxied
away, took off and soon disappeared into the blue sky
heading east.

The pilot is Sidney Cotton, the aircraft is a Lockheed
12A (G-AFTL) painted in a colour invented by Cotton
himself which he called “Camotint” but which became
better known as PRU Blue or more commonly just PR
Blue. The teardrop shaped Perspex bubble on the
side of the cockpit is another Cotton innovation,
specifically to allow downward or low angle
photography with a hand held camera while the aircraft
is in level flight (at least 100,000 of these bubble
windows will be produced in Perspex and used in
allied aircraft for various purposes in WW2).
The Australian born Sid Cotton has led an eventful life
since we last saw him in Part Two of this story.
Adventurer, inventor, businessman, an expert in
photography and an early proponent of colour film
technology but above all else he is a highly skilled,
expert pilot and navigator. Wikipedia with typical
hyperbole states that Cotton was “largely responsible
for the development of photographic reconnaissance
before and during the Second World War. He
numbered among his close friends George Eastman,
Ian Fleming and Winston Churchill”. But the true story
of Cotton is to be found in the book “Aviator
Extraordinary: The Sidney Cotton Story” as told to
Ralph Barker, published by Chatto and Windus 1969.
And also in the extraordinary collection of files, letters,
photographs and other ephemera that Cotton donated
to the Australian War Museum in 1966, three years
before he died at age 74 in Britain.
As Sidney Cotton flew away from Heston on that July
day he must have been feeling rather pleased with
himself as he was embarking on a new adventure, as
this flight could only be described as a spy flight over
any German military and industrial sites near his flight
path. Using his cover as a businessman involved in
film and aviation, who has flown into Germany on
numerous previous occasions, he is flying into the Nazi
heartland today with two secret Leica cameras
mounted in the wings (and two hand held Leica’s
stowed in the cockpit) to meet business associates in
Berlin (he had extra fuel tanks installed to double the
aircraft’s range). The previous year Cotton had begun
(Continued on page 14)
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experimenting with spy flights in a Lockheed 12 with
the French Deuxieme Bureau, but perhaps due to the
gathering war clouds, but more likely because he was
unable to suffer fools lightly, he transferred his
activities to the British after having contact made with
him by spooks from MI6 and British Secret Intelligence.
The British spy agencies were clearly more than happy
to work with him giving him everything he needed by
July ’39 to conduct such spy flights.
In the next weeks Cotton made several flights into
Germany on pretexts of meeting business contacts and
visiting air shows, including trips to Frankfurt and Berlin
in which he “drifted” off course, gathering valuable
intelligence photographs from low levels of industrial
and military sites. The wing cameras were operated by
a secret switch under the pilot’s seat which slid back
covers over the cameras and on one occasion he
managed to expose useful film whilst taking a high
ranking Nazi officer for a scenic flight up the Rhine
Valley (the Luftwaffe officer was flying the aircraft at
the time). Had the Nazis rumbled him he would
undoubtedly have been tortured and shot as a spy by
the Gestapo. He made his final departure from
Tempelhof Airport in Berlin on 24 th August 1939, rather
lucky to escape as the Nazi war machine invaded
Poland a week later. His was indeed “the last plane
out of Berlin”.

Aerial Photography and Victory in the War in
Europe 1939 - 1945
“We shall fight with growing confidence and growing
strength in the air” so said Winston Churchill as part of
his “We shall never surrender” speech on 10 th May
1940 after he became Prime Minister. He was right but
the reality was that the outbreak of hostilities in
September ’39 exposed huge inadequacies in RAF
photographic reconnaissance for both tactical and
strategic purposes. The dangers and difficulties of
aerial photography over hostile territory had not in any
way been addressed, the thinking being that an
existing camera, the F24, would allow sufficient scale
from 20,000ft for adequate intelligence. Forty plus
sorties by Blenheim aircraft from bases in France in the
first three months of the “phoney” war experienced a
20% loss rate, another half gaining no intelligence at all
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

and the remainder of limited value with not much
penetration beyond the front lines. Army requests for
intelligence on enemy movements and concentrations
and Bomber Command requests for target location and
damage assessments in their Ruhr Valley bombing
campaign had exposed the inadequate status quo.
Urgent changes were needed.
Sidney Cotton was co-opted as a temporary Squadron
Leader on 22nd September to form a specialist
photoreconnaissance group which became known as
the “Heston Special Flight” expanding the small group
he already had there. Meanwhile the Royal Aircraft
Establishment at Farnborough was asked to find an
aircraft suitable for flying at 30,000ft, making fast long
distance penetrations and capable of carrying suitable
cameras. They chose the Spitfire and work was
commenced on modifying an aircraft by removing
armaments, increasing fuel capacity, and installing
cameras, the F24 with either 5” or 8” lenses fitted into
the wings being chosen.
This unfortunately
precipitated a further cascade of inadequacies.
Two such Spitfires were sent to the Heston Flight for
trialling and while some deeper penetrations were
successful, problems with navigation, endurance and
camera equipment became immediately obvious.
Camera mechanisms froze at 30,000ft and wing
mounted cameras were susceptible to vibration. A
solution was found by diverting some exhaust gases to
flow over the cameras (a Sidney Cotton idea) but the
vibration problem was not solved until much later.
Pilots struggled with the rather primitive and
inadequate oxygen supplies then available and there
were generally very few pilots experienced at
prolonged flying at that altitude. Navigation rapidly
emerged as a problem for a single crew member
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aircraft over long distances.
Targeting the
photographic runs from a Spitfire was an enormous
problem requiring pilots to navigate by spotting
features at least 10 miles to the port or starboard. All
of this while operating alone in hostile territory against
an enemy intent on bringing them down. But the
crippling problem was scale, the F24 with existing
lenses, from 30,000ft simply produced pictures of such
small scale as to be useless. Nevertheless Heston
Flight relocated to France and some limited successes
were achieved to prove the concept and eventually the
whole of the Ruhr Valley was photographed on 2 nd
March 1940 and optimism was growing.
Three
months later France was under Nazi control and as
many assets as possible including Heston Special
Flight (which had been renamed No. 1 Photographic
Development Unit) were withdrawn to the UK.
After the shattering sudden defeat and fall of France in
May and June 1940, Great Britain and the Dominions
were alone in the fight against the Nazis and that
remained the strategic situation for more than a year,
until 21st July 1941 when Hitler launched the Operation
Barbarossa attack on Soviet Russia (much to the
disbelief of General Secretary Stalin). Britain and the
Commonwealth had some significant victories in that
period: winning the air battle over Britain in 1940;
maintaining an iron grip on the North Sea; closing
down the Western Approaches to Britain for German
surface ships; holding the line in the Battle of the
Atlantic; maintaining a base in Gibraltar; holding on in
Malta; and keeping the Suez Canal open by holding up
Axis forces in North Africa. There were defeats,
Greece and Crete, Norway earlier on, the night time
Blitz on London and other cities in the UK (which
eventually turned to victory). But British forces were
never likely to be able to push back alone against the
Nazis for lack of equipment, manpower and capacity.
The British grand strategy from 22nd June 1940
onwards was solely aimed at getting the USA into the
war against Germany and no one knew this better than
Prime Minister Churchill. There was no other viable
route to victory or even survival for a citizen armed
force operating against a ruthless brain washed
military.
(I remember the comment of an old
infantryman of the 6th Australian Div., when dug in on
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the Thermopylae Pass in Greece, April 1941, watching
elements of the elite 5th Panzer Division leading the
advance towards his position with tanks, half-tracks,
88mm Flak guns, armoured cars, motor cycles,
motorised infantry: “Lucky bloody Germans!”. (His LeeEnfield .303 rifle was dated from WW1).
Change was required; reorganisation needed; a
complete overhaul of photographic reconnaissance,
still largely experimental, was vital. Sidney Cotton was
retired from his role with the reward of an OBE for his
services. There was no longer room for a maverick
adventurer, no matter how talented at inventing and
tinkering he was.
No 1 PDU was reorganised to
become No 1 Photographic Reconnaissance Unit and
relocated to RAF Benson. A request was sent to the
RAE Farnborough for a scaled up version of the F24.
They worked fast and produced what became the F52
for use with focal length to 36”, a 9” x 7” image format
and a 500 exposure roll magazine. With this camera
images with a scale of 1:10,000 could be obtained
from the then maximum ceiling, even up to 40,000
feet. This immediately solved the scale problem and
became the standard aerial photographic camera for
all purposes for the remainder of the war.

Big advances were made in 1941 and 1942 with the
arrival of the first DH98 Mosquito aircraft modified for
photographic purposes to be used in addition to the
Spitfires.
The “Wooden Wonder” capable, fast,
multirole aircraft with twin Rolls Royce Merlin engines,
the fastest aircraft in any air force until jet powered
flight arrived, was ideal for the PR role. The third
prototype DH98, W4051, first flew on 10 th June 1941.
It was unarmed and was capable of carrying any
photographic equipment then available including dual
cameras mounted side by side in the fuselage taking
overlapping images suitable for stereoscopy. This
aircraft was designated as the PR1 model with a
maximum speed of 382mph, a ceiling of 35,000ft and
a range as built of 2,180 miles. One month later in
July 1941 W4051 was the very first Mosquito aircraft to
enter RAF service, at No 1 PRU, RAF Benson. Such
was the priority given to the aerial photographic
reconnaissance role in the RAF in 1941. Eventually all
10 PR1 Mosquito aircraft went to No. 1 PRU and in the
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course of the war further PR models, II, IV, VIII, IX, and
XVI were delivered and 1PRU was redeveloped into
five squadrons, 540, 541, 542, 543 and 544.

Problems to do with speed, ceiling, navigation, stability,
vibration, targeting, range, scale and productivity were
immediately resolved with this aircraft. A variety of
cameras and lenses were capable of being carried for
multiple purposes. At last the myriad of problems
previously experienced were being sorted and a
significant quantity of exposed film was being returned
which led in turn to the development of a continuous
processing machine for negative production.
Bottlenecks in print production were then eliminated by
the invention of a multi-printer capable of producing
1,000 prints per hour.
As the technical problems were being resolved focus
could be placed on upgrading and upskilling personnel
in interpretation with continued extensive use of
stereoscopy and the development of the new field of
Photographic Intelligence and Interpretation. At last
the human element could be put to use in analysis,
interpretation and targeting.
RAF Medmenham,
located at Danesfield House, near Medmenham,
Buckinghamshire became the Central Interpretation
Unit. The CIU was involved in some way in every
British and Allied operation of the war from 1941
onwards and by 1945 up to 25,000 negatives and
60,000 prints DAILY were flowing through the CIU.
Britain had made such huge leaps forward in these
technologies that the Americans, upon entering the
war, largely copied what the RAF had already
achieved. Von Fritsch was right but he didn’t live to
see how aerial photography contributed so greatly to
the Allied Victory in Europe.

Aerial Photography, Australia and the Pacific War
1941-1945. “Making Do”
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour (8 th December
1941 in Australia) was as great a shock in Australia as
it was in the USA. Throughout 1941 the nation had
been largely leaderless with political infighting
dominating proceedings in Canberra (as usual). It was
widely accepted that there would be some kind of
military action by Japan beyond their current activities
in China and anyone in Canberra thinking about it
probably assumed that the Japanese would take
advantage of the recent German attack on the Soviet
Union by heading north, not south. British fortress
Singapore, recently reinforced by the addition of two
RN battleships, stood in the way of any Japanese
ambitions to drive south.
A change of government (without an election) occurred
on 9th October 1941 when John Curtain formed a
Labor Government. A short time later the nation was
shocked by his announcement on 30 th November that
the pride of the fleet, HMAS Sydney, had been lost at
sea with all 645 crew missing after a battle with a
German raider off the coast of WA. The public could
not believe this had happened, “Sydney” was
invincible! So the announcement a week later of the
Japanese attacks including landings in northern
Malaya caught the nation by surprise. Australia’s elite
fighting forces were all deployed overseas, mostly in
North Africa, engaged in a battle for survival against
Nazi ambitions to close the Suez Canal. Home
defences consisted of perhaps seven undermanned
Citizens Military Force Divisions (Militia) spread around
the country, mostly in and around the southern State
capitals. Darwin had a garrison of Brigade strength,
maybe 3,000, mostly in militia battalions. There were
few ships, aircraft, transports and other types of
military equipment available. No wonder John Curtain
appealed to the Americans for help!
It has been a subject of debate for more than 75 years
as to what the Japanese strategy was for dealing with
Australia. It suited the politicians in Canberra at the
time to rally public opinion to expect imminent invasion
and even to this day public mythologising still states
that the Allied victory in the Battle of the Coral Sea, in

Supermarine Spitfire PRXI PL983, 1944, in No4
Squadron RAF photo reconnaissance colour scheme.

(Continued on page 18)
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RAF Wyton Heritage collection
display of WW2 aerial
reconnaissance aircraft and
cameras. Shuttleworth, Old
Warden, UK. c/o D.Devenish

Map of A52-600 wartime
missions out of Coomalie Creek.
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early May 1942, diverted an invasion force away from
Australia (it was actually attempting to reach Port
Moresby in New Guinea). I belong to the school
believing that the Japanese strategy was not to invade
Australia, (the Imperial Army had already stated that a
force of 200,000 soldiers would be required to occupy
Australia effectively) but rather to cut Australia off,
particularly from the USA and they nearly pulled it off.
The last pieces in the Japanese strategy, occupation of
Port Moresby, New Caledonia, Samoa and Fiji just
didn’t quite fall into place for them in 1942. Admiral
Yamamoto, before the Pearl Harbour attack, stated to
the Imperial War Cabinet that he could hold the
Americans back for a maximum of 12 months. As it
turned out the Americans counter attacked in the
Solomon Islands on 7th August 1942, just eight months
after Pearl Harbour.
Never the less the timeline of events caused
consternation and fear in Australia. On 10 th December
1941 Japanese aircraft attacked and sank HMS Prince
of Wales (a near new battleship) and HMS Repulse (a
WW1 battlecruiser) cruising off the east coast of
Malaya, with huge loss of life. Through December and
into January 1942 British Imperial forces in Malaya
suffered a series of defeats and retreated back towards
Singapore seemingly unable to stop the Japanese
advance. Elements of the recently arrived veteran 8 th
Australian Infantry Division, diverted to Singapore while
returning from the Middle East, held up the Japanese
advance at the Battle of Muar River (14 th-22nd January)
in Johore. But, under instructions to make a fighting
retreat rather than a counter attack, they also fell back
to Singapore. Colonel Masanobu Tsuji (Chief of Staff
to General Yamashita the “Tiger of Malaya”) who was
the chief architect of the Japanese Malayan
successes, wrote in his book “Singapore 1941-1942,
the Japanese Version of the Malayan Campaign in
WW2” first published in 1960 and translated to English
in 1988 stated that the only coordinated and effective
allied resistance in the entire Malayan campaign was
at Muar River and the Gunensah Bridge when
casualties of 700 dead and nine destroyed tanks from
the Imperial Guards Division were inflicted by 2/30 th
Infantry and 2/4th Antitank battery, 8th Div. AIF.

As the Australians withdrew across the Strait of Johore
to set up defensive positions, the situation in Singapore
had deteriorated so badly with water supplies cut off,
no air defences, food and oil running out and the
security situation so rapidly collapsing that the British
commanders arranged to surrender which took place
on 15th February 1942. Perhaps 120,000 British and
Commonwealth military personnel surrendered to three
divisions, roughly 30,000 Japanese attackers.
Churchill described it as the greatest defeat of British
military forces ever.
Meanwhile Japanese forces had captured the Dutch
East Indies: Ambon, Borneo, Celebes, Timor, Bali,
Sumatra and Java, and all of the islands north of
Australia in January and February 1942, except for
New Guinea. Despite some attempts at reinforcement,
Darwin was isolated and poorly defended. Four days
later on 19th February Japanese navy and air force
aircraft attacked the town and port causing significant
damage. The situation in Darwin remained chaotic for
some time afterwards which was widely reported to the
Australian population despite rumours to the opposite.
A further 100 Japanese air raids were made on towns
and military facilities across northern Australia between
4th March 1942 and 12th November 1943. The north
coast of Australia was now the front line and it was
obvious that the only force that could strike back from
that position was the Royal Australian Air Force and
the United States Army Air Force. Effective aerial
photographic reconnaissance would be vital in the
coming battles.
RAAF commanders recognised immediately the lack of
and need for a new force missing from the aerial
component of 1942, a high level, long range
photographic reconnaissance force capable of both
strategic and tactical intelligence gathering by air
photography and suitable for operations from northern
Australia and elsewhere as required over enemy held
territory. There were shortages of all types of war
fighting materiel in the months after Japan’s attack
however No. 1 Photographic Reconnaissance Unit
(1PRU) was formed at RAAF Laverton, Victoria on
June 8th 1942. The early months of 1PRU were spent
in training with six Brewster Buffalo aircraft allocated
(Continued on page 19)
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for this purpose. The Buffalo had been used for tactical photography in the Malayan campaign by the RAF and the
1PRU aircraft were modified accordingly and fitted with F24 cameras. Training of pilots and technicians continued
through July however two aircraft were lost in flying accidents.

The whole unit relocated to Hughes Field in the Northern Territory with four Buffalo and one Wirraway aircraft in
August 1942 (where two aircraft were soon destroyed in a Japanese bombing raid) and to Coomalie Creek NT on 6 th
December 1942. Training continued with navigation and aerial photography of allied bases across northern Australia
but it soon became obvious that the Buffalo was unsuitable for active service missions. By the end of September
only one Buffalo was still serviceable.
In October 1942 1PRU received two P38 Lockheed Lightning aircraft
modified for PR use with a 1,300 mile range. These were the first Lightning aircraft available to the RAAF. The first
operational sortie by 1PRU was made in one of these aircraft with excellent photography of the airfield at Dili in Timor
being returned. Five further successful sorties to Timor, the maximum range for this aircraft were completed.
However soon after, one Lightning had been totally destroyed in a crash landing killing the pilot and the other was
unusable owing to a shortage of parts. The situation was dire and frustrating. The unit then received a flight of
three Republic P43 Lancer aircraft in November to replace the losses but these were also soon deemed unsuitable
for operations over water with a range too limited for PR purposes.
It is obvious that this shortage of suitable aircraft dogged the unit through all of 1942 and into 1943 and the arrival of
a further Lightning did little to change the situation as it was also unserviceable within a month of arriving. By mid 1942 reports of the successful deployment of the DH98 Mosquito in the PR role in the European theatre were
(Continued on page 20)

These three photos shows A52-2 after returning from one of her
first missions and the removal of all important camera
magazines. This aircraft was fitted with one F52-20 inch
camera in the fuselage and two F24-8 inch cameras in the
nose. The split vertical installation of the latter shows well in
the nose view of the aircraft. This arrangement was a trial
layout only and subsequent PR Mk 40s were modified to
feature one camera (usually a K17-6 inch) in a vertical
position in the nose, whilst in the fuselage two cameras (types
varied) were mounted in oblique installations. A52-2
subsequently completed 38 sorties and in so doing became
known as “Old Faithful”, a name which was eventually applied
to the aircraft’s nose adjacent to its log of operations.
(c/o J Love via D Vincent)
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circulating at the highest levels of RAAF command and
study of ways and means of acquiring this aircraft for
1PRU had commenced, reportedly as early as April
1942.
Agreement between De Havilland Aircraft
Company and the Australian Government had already
been reached to manufacture the Mosquito FB40
fighter bomber version for the RAAF at the DH
Bankstown, Sydney factory but serious delays in
production for various reasons meant that the first
Mosquito was not delivered until 23rd July 1943 and did
not enter active RAAF service until March 1944. Six
FB40 aircraft were eventually converted into the photoreconnaissance role and delivered as the PR40 model,
all went to 1PRU with the first being delivered in May
1944 (A52-2). Operations soon increased with the
arrival of this aircraft with nine sorties by Mosquito and
five by Lightning in June with A52-2 completing the
longest mission so far to Balikpapan in Borneo (2,235
miles round trip). A second Mosquito A52-4 arrived in
August 1944.
On 10th September 1944 No 1PRU ceased to exist and
was reformed with squadron status as No. 87 PhotoReconnaissance Sqn. RAAF. The pace of operations
increased dramatically with the arrival of further
Mosquito aircraft with successful photography of
enemy targets including airfield, army and naval
operations from 1944 / 1945. Using forward staging
posts in Broome and elsewhere increased the range of
operations over much of the enemy occupied territory.
Four new aircraft of the PR XVI model (manufactured
in the UK) were received in March 1945, A52-600, A52
-602, A52-605 and A52-601 and 19 operational sorties
were completed in April, missions to Java, Timor and
the Celebes were successful in May and 28 sorties
were successfully completed in June. New aircraft
were arriving through this period and a high rate of
operational activity was maintained through July and
into August up to the Japanese surrender and then
beyond for various purposes. The DH98 Mosquito had
proven itself as a reliable PR platform in difficult
tropical conditions and contributed greatly to turning
back the tide of war in northern Australia.

Postscript
Reconnaissance by aerial photography contributed
greatly to the ultimate Allied victory in World War Two
and I hope I have recorded a sufficiently interesting
account in the time and space available for the reader
to agree. Opinions expressed are my own and don’t
represent those of the Mosquito Aircraft Association of
Australia Inc.
I based my opinion of the Imperial Japanese Army
strategy for Australia (isolate rather than occupy) on
the fact that Australia was not a natural fit for ‘The
Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere” which the
Japanese hoped to create by removing the former
(greatly weakened) colonial powers, Britain, France
and Holland from their Asian “possessions”. The
Japanese army realised that the Australian population
though small would fight on even in a guerrilla style
war if invasion was attempted.
On the other hand one can speculate that had the
aggressive behaviour of the Imperial Japanese Navy
been curtailed by the High Command in Tokyo and the
secret attack on America had not taken place, while
the Japanese invasions of South East Asia and the
Dutch East Indies had gone ahead (bypassing the
Americans in the Philippines) it is possible to
speculate, even believe, that the United States might
have continued to sit out of the war. In such
circumstances the war on Australia’s northern border
could have continued for a very long time indeed even
if the UK came to our aid.
Sidney Cotton died almost penniless in 1969 after
refusing to take any commercial or financial advantage
from his many inventions that aided British victory in
WW2, including the Sidcot flying suit, the PR Blue paint
colour and the teardrop visibility bubble in Perspex for
use in aircraft.
Elements of 87 Squadron went on to become “Survey
Flight” for some years immediately post WW2 and
photographed much of remote Australia. I used the
very same stereographic photographs as one of
several field geologists mapping iron ore deposits in
the Hamersley iron province, northern WA, in the early
1970s.

Editor: Please note that there is an epilogue to the story of
87 Squadron and RAAF Coomalie Creek which refers to
the end of the war in the Pacific, August 1945, but it has
been held over for publication on the occasion of the 75th
Anniversary of VP Day, 2020.
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The Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia Inc.
Minutes of the 27th Annual General Meeting
held at the RAAF Museum, Point Cook, Victoria,
on the 18th August 2019
President’s Welcome:

Terry Burke opened the meeting at 10:40 in building P170 and called for a minute’s silence in memory of fellow
members who passed away during the year and previous years.
Present:

Terry BURKE
Pat DULHUNTY
Noel PENNY

Scott CUNNINGHAM
Ron GILLIS
Bob STEVENS

David DEVENISH
David JONES
Eddie WASSENAAR

Dale CASTLE
David GARDNER
Richard LUXTON
Alan PATCHING
Don TAYLOR
Ted WOLSLEY

Ken COX
Bill GIBSON
Gerry MEARES
Peter RANDELL
Jeff TRAPPETT

Apologies received from:

Colin CARATI
Peter CRIBB
Peter LEWIS
Doug NICHOLAS
Geoff REES
Andrew WILLOX

Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting:

The minutes were accepted. Moved TB, seconded PD.
President’s report:

TB advised he would not be nominating for any Committee position for the coming financial year and passed on
his thanks to all Committee members, Association members and Point Cook personnel (past and present) for
their friendship and guidance during the last seven years he has served as President. He said it was an honour
to have been able to serve the MAAA but sadly he has decided to retire from the Committee. He will continue to
make himself available for consultations to the incoming Committee as the Immediate Past President.
Election of a new committee:

TB then requested nominations for the new Committee be submitted. All positions were declared vacant. DD
also resigned as Vice President. As there were no elections to be contested, the incoming Committee for the
new financial year is:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee people:

Bob STEVENS
Peter LEWIS
Bob STEVENS
Bob STEVENS (Bulletin, Membership and Webmaster)
Pat DULHUNTY (Restoration Research)
Ron GILLIS (Restoration Coordinator)
Eddie WASSENAAR (Merchandise)

The Committee is seeking another two people for the Executive and three Committee people who can be
coopted during the next financial year. Any members interested in lending a hand should contact any
Committee member.
TB then vacated the President’s seat and handed over to BS.
Membership report:

BS presented his written report. It was noted the loss of 17 members due to death, resignation and ‘mail
returned’. The Association now has three WW2 members left in its ranks. Moved RG, seconded EW. Accepted.
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Financial report:

BS presented his written report. (Appendix 1) The cash at hand is still increasing although the loss of
membership has impacted the income from subscriptions and donations. At year end the Association had a
surplus of $3,342.85. Moved PD, seconded EW. Accepted.
Merchandise report:

EW presented his written report. Sales have been minimal with plenty of stock on hand. He is considering
having a ‘fire sale’ to help reduce the stock holding.
Moved RG, seconded EW. Accepted.
Restoration report:

RG presented his report on activities. (See pages 6 - 7) TB congratulated RG on a very well-presented report.
Moved TB, seconded EW. Accepted.
Archivist report:

DD presented his written report. (Appendix 2) He has largely completed the transfer of the historical data to the
RAAF Museum, but will continue the process as he is awaiting some final documentation from external sources.
Moved PD, seconded EW. Accepted.
Web report:

BS presented his written report.
Moved EW, seconded TB, Accepted.
Annual fees:

Fees to remain at $25.00.
General Business:

David Jones gave an overview of RAAF Museum operations for the past year and thanked the MAAA for its
continued assistance and enthusiasm with the restoration of A52-600.
DD indicated he would assist where possible in the production of the Association’s Bulletin, consequently BS
suggested a review be undertaken with a small (2-4 page) newssheet each quarter as a possibility. This issue
will be taken up and discussed during the next Committee meeting.
BS presented retiring Committee members Terry and David with certificates of appreciation.

TB’s citation:
“in recognition of his valuable continuous contribution as a Committee Person from 2004, Vice President for
four years, President for seven years and his commitment to the restoration of Mosquito A52-600 at the
RAAF Museum from 2003.”

DD’s citation:
“in recognition of his valuable continuous contribution as a Committee Person from 2003, Vice President for
six years, the Association’s historian and his commitment to the restoration of Mosquito A52-600 at the
RAAF Museum from 2002.”

BS thanked everybody for their attendance and closed the meeting at 11:55. Impromptu meetings/talks then
occurred over a cuppa with cake and biscuits.
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Appendix 2
Annual Archiving Report

New Additions / Donations:
There have been no new additions or donations for the period Aug 2017 – Aug 2019.
Existing collections:
Over recent months a number of additional photo and record collections have been processed for passing onto the RAAF &
HARS museum. Processing entailed sorting photographs and documents, scanning and filing, publishing and printing
catalogues and burning DVDs.
Ten collections have now been passed to the RAAF museum. These collections included some 2300 photos and 190
documents relating largely to 87 Squadron and related aircraft. One recent collection processed was this Association’s
photos which it has accumulated over the past 25 years. Many people have supplied these photos via RAAF Richmond
& Point Cook and Association secretaries (Allan Davies and Bob Stevens).
A further six smaller collections remain to be processed.
Two collections have also passed to HARS de Havilland historic records section. They were:
a) a small collection from Darryl Coombs who sent his father’s de Havilland documents.
b) records and photo collection from John Mills family. John Mills worked with DH Australia through the war years
setting up the manufacture of Mosquitos here in Australia.
RAAF Richmond A52-600 restoration related photos.
These photos, which form the basis of the “brown-sheet” collection which are stored in the restoration hanger plan
cabinet, have recently been scanned by Bob Stevens.
New and duplicate photos, found in P170 and restoration hanger, have been collated and filed in respective P170 and
restoration hanger plan cabinets.
The Ron Vassie A52-600 restoration (and MAAA events) photo albums have been copied and a bound set placed in
the restoration hanger.
David Devenish - August 2019
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